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highly profitable retail banking customers. Javelin (a 
subsidiary of Greenwich Associates) estimates that 
Moneyhawks make up only 13% of the U.S. adult 
population but control 41% of bank deposits and 
one-third of retail bank assets. As their name implies, 
Moneyhawks keep close tabs on their money and 
make active use of all banking channels. Two of 
the most important distinguishing characteristics 
of Moneyhawks are their status as early adopters of 
technology and their frequent use of digital channels.

“Since these individuals are the decision-makers for 
the companies they run, it makes sense that small 
businesses and mid-sized companies would start to 
reflect their habits and preferences in retail,” says 
Greenwich Associates consultant Chris McDonnell. 

“Digital banking is increasing as a driver of bank 

Digital capabilities are becoming a bigger driver of 
bank selection among smaller companies than among 
large corporates. Greenwich Associates, in conjunction 
with McKinsey, surveyed 300 companies with annual 
sales between $5 million and $500 million. Among the 
business owners and executives participating in this 
study, nearly three-quarters logged into their commercial 
bank’s website for online banking in the previous seven 
days, and 55% used mobile banking. Approximately 70% 
of study participants plan to use online banking more 
often in the next two to three years, and 62% plan to 
increase their use of mobile banking.

Clearly, digital banking is a decisive driver in this 
segment. Customers of the top three banks (Bank of 
America, J.P. Morgan Chase, Wells Fargo) are more 
likely than regional bank customers to have used 
mobile banking in the past week. In fact, among 
customers of the largest banks, the share that used 
mobile banking in the last week is equal to the share 
that visited a bank branch. “Branch and mobile usage 
are about even today, but they are moving in opposite 
directions,” says Greenwich Associates consultant 
Marc Harrison. “Sometime within the next three years, 
commercial banking customers will rely more on 
mobile banking than brick-and-mortar branches.”

This shift reflects increasing comfort levels with 
digital capabilities and service channel preferences 
among young and affluent individuals. Many owners 
and executives of small and mid-sized companies fall 
into the category of “Moneyhawks”—a segment of 

 
Small and Mid-Sized Companies in the U.S. Carry Digital 
Banking Preferences from Retail to Commercial Banking 

Commercial Banking Customers by the Numbers

74%

Note: Based on 300 respondents in 2015. Commercial customers are 
companies with $5−500 million in annual sales. Top 3 banks are Bank of 
America, J.P. Morgan Chase and Wells Fargo. 
Source: Greenwich Associates and McKinsey 2015 Digital Banking Study
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selection and switching at a faster rate in commercial 
banking than among large corporates—which have 
more entrenched institutional treasury procedures.”

In fact, nearly two-thirds of small businesses and mid-
sized companies that are active users of digital banking 
(used online or mobile in past seven days) now rate 
digital capabilities as extremely important criteria in 
provider selection.

Digital Banking and Customer “Switching”
With business owners and executives carrying over 
their retail digital banking practices into their 
commercial banking needs, banks must be on guard 
against one potential impact: higher switching rates. 
Greenwich Associates research suggests that the high 
end of the retail banking market and the low end of 
commercial banking segments are quite similar. One 
of the key differences between these two markets is 

“friction”—or factors that complicate the process of 
changing banks. Commercial banking relationships 
are much “stickier” than retail banking relationships 
because in the commercial world, steps like changing 
cash management providers and even simply 
opening an account at a new bank can be long and 
cumbersome processes.

Over time, digitizing procedures like opening a 
new account will reduce the friction associated 
with switching commercial bank relationships by 
making these processes more seamless and easier 
for customers. At the same time, retail banking 
relationships might actually be becoming stickier 
due to features like online bill payment (52% of U.S. 
online households pay bills at bank websites, expected 
to reach 57% by 2019).

“The bottom line for banks is that as business owners 
and executives become accustomed to using digital 
and other self-service channels for their own personal 
banking needs, online and digital capabilities will 
become increasingly important elements of commer-
cial banking relationships” says Marc Harrison. “Banks 
should be as focused on electronic platform develop-
ment in commercial banking as they are in retail.”

As they build out and upgrade their platforms, banks 
should target account maintenance issues that business 
owners and executives identify as key “pain points” they 
seek to avoid by using online and mobile channels. Tasks 
such as opening accounts, changing signatories and 
creating account groups become cumbersome when 
customers have to spend time on the telephone to make 
what should be simple changes. “Two-thirds of regional 
bank customers and 58% of the customers of the top 
three U.S. banks cite basic account maintenance as the 
No. 1 way digital channels can improve their interactions 
with their banks,” says Brad Anderson, product manager 
for Online Services Benchmarking.

Eight Characteristics of “Best-of-Breed” 
Commercial Electronic Banking Platforms
Every year, Greenwich Associates interviews thousands 
of owners and senior executives of U.S. small businesses 
and mid-sized companies about the banks they use for 
commercial banking needs. As part of that research, 
we ask executives about their digital banking and have 
them rate the platforms they use in terms of overall qual-
ity. We also “road-test” the Internet platforms of major 
global and regional banks and non-banks to document 
the strengths and opportunities for development.

Based on this competitive benchmarking research, 
Greenwich Associates maintains the following list of 
the key features that define “Best-of Breed” e-banking 
platforms that small businesses and mid-sized 
companies should demand from their banks. 

Account Maintenance is a Key Customer
Pain Point That Digital Can Help Alleviate
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Note: Based on 300 respondents in 2015. 
Source: Greenwich Associates and McKinsey 2015 Digital Banking Study
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1

Provide secure mobile banking  
technology that delivers information  
and insights to smartphones and 
especially tablets.

Whether or not companies develop any demand for 
full access and functionality through their tablets and 
smartphones, there is undoubtedly huge potential 
for efficiency improvements through mobile alerts, 
authentication and other functions. 

2

 
Facilitate unified, fully integrated 
payment-initiation workflows. 

A key shortcoming of early bank Internet offerings 
was the fragmentation that forced companies to use 
separate systems with separate interfaces to access 
the data they needed and to initiate and execute 
transactions. However, the functionality of Internet 
payments is steadily improving, and companies should 
be pushing their banks to provide a unified, fully 
integrated payment-initiation workflow.

3

Using common credentials, offer a single 
point of entry for all functions including 
cash reporting, payments, investments, 
FX, trade finance, and others.

Borrowing proven features and techniques from the 
worlds of online travel, retail merchandising and, of 
course, retail banking enabled the banking industry to 
quickly ramp up the quality of their own interfaces to 
the extent that easy-to-use, comprehensive dashboards 
are now industry standard. Many of the best platforms 
go far beyond simply being an access point to systems 
that provide balance reports or payment initiation. 

4

 
Provide “high assurance” authentication  
 and authorization. 

The manual authentication systems of early e-banking 
platforms traded ease of use and efficiency for security. 
Driven in part by new compliance demands, banks now 
have automated systems that provide user and security-

1 Provide secure mobile banking technology that delivers information and insights to smartphones and  
especially tablets.

5

Using common credentials, offer a single point of entry for all functions including cash reporting, payments, 
investments, FX, trade finance, and others.

Support self-service and the ability of users to "self-enroll."

Facilitate unified, fully integrated payment-initiation workflows.

Provide "high assurance" authentication and authorization.

Offer collaborative tools for users to share information with bank staff and other users of the platforms.

Deliver high levels of automation facilitating file imports, delivery of account information and other functions.

Offer payment authorization and customized alerts on payments, balance levels or other events flagged by users.

This year, Greenwich Associates is adding two additional characteristics to this list:

These new additions supplement Greenwich Associates existing list of Best-of-Breed features:

Eight Characteristics That Define  "Best-of-Breed" Platforms

In 2008, Greenwich Associates identified six characteristics that define the best e-banking platforms and tracked the  
industry’s progress in developing and delivering on these offerings.
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related data on a regular and ongoing basis, detailing 
which company officials have access to accounts and 
which corporate employees have accessed accounts. 

5

Deliver high levels of automation 
facilitating file imports, delivery  
of account information and other 
functions.

The automation of standard reporting remains 
important but is becoming less so as banks enhance 
their platforms’ ability to deliver dynamic data. This 
progress represents a game changer for companies and 
an important shift for bank platforms, as companies 
leave behind the previous gold standard of custom-
defined reports in favor of richer, more interactive data.

6

Offer payment authorization and 
customized alerts on payments,  
balance levels or other events  
flagged by users.

Most bank platforms offer some alert functions, but 
Greenwich Associates expected these features to reach 
a greater level of sophistication than has so far been 
achieved. Specifically lacking is functionality allowing 
business owners and executives to receive and act upon 
alerts. For example, companies should be able to set 
up an alert informing them if balances in a specified 
account fall below a certain threshold. 

7

 
Support self-service and the ability of 
users to “self-enroll.” 

The ability to access accounts, find information, 
transfer funds, and execute other transactions on your 
own timetable is one of the main reasons customers use 
electronic channels for both personal and commercial 
banking. As such, banks’ ability to facilitate and support 
customer self-service has emerged as one of the most 
important criteria used in assessing the capabilities and 
quality of an e-banking platform.

8

Offer collaborative tools for  
companies to share information  
with bank staff and other users  
of the platforms.

To date, there are few examples of banks providing 
their customers with effective collaboration tools that 
enable users to access data that can be manipulated 
and shared with other users within the application. 
Again, the main impediment is not a lack of reliable 
technology for data sharing and collaboration (think of 
all of the social networking tools ranging from Twitter 
and LinkedIn to upstarts like the streaming video 
platform Meerkat), but rather the inability of banks to 
access and acquire the data needed to populate these 
applications from within their own internal systems. n

Consultant Marc Harrison leads the Online Services Benchmarking Program and advises on cash management services globally. 
Consultant Chris McDonnell advises on commercial, corporate and investment banking. Brad Anderson is product manager for the 
Online Services Benchmarking Program. 

Methodology
Every year, Greenwich Associates conducts extensive research with corporate executives around the world about the banks they use for 
general corporate banking, treasury and cash management, and a range of other banking services. As part of that research, we ask 
executives about the electronic banking platforms (Internet- and file-based) that they use and have them rate the platforms in terms 
of overall quality. We also “road-test” the Internet platforms of major global and regional banks and non-banks to document the 
strengths and opportunities for development.

The data reported in this document reflect solely the views reported to Greenwich Associates by the research participants. Interviewees 
may be asked about their use of and demand for financial products and services and about investment practices in relevant financial 
markets. Greenwich Associates compiles the data received, conducts statistical analysis and reviews for presentation purposes in order 
to produce the final results. Unless otherwise indicated, any opinions or market observations made are strictly our own.  
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